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The maximal function of a contraction 
ILIE VALUÇESCU 
1. Let G be a separable Hilbert space. An i?(Ê)-valued semi-spectral measure 
F on the unit circle T is a map from the family of the Borel sets âS(T) of the unit 
circle into such that for any a-~(F(p)a, a) is a positive Borel measure. 
A semi-spectral measure E is spectral if for any ax, cr2 in @(T) .we have E(axH<x2) — 
= E(pJE(aJ and £ (T )=/ e . 
By the Naimark dilation theorem, for any JS?((£)-valued semi-spectral measure 
F there exists a spectral dilation [ft, V, E], i.e., a Hilbert space ft, a bounded opera-
tor V from (S into ft and an i?(ft)-valued spectral measure E on T such that for 
any trÇ^(T) 
For a Hilbert space g, we denote by E£ the spectral measure corresponding 
to the multiplication by e" on L2 (g) . 
An i f (G)-valued semi-spectral measure F is of analytic type if it admits a spectral 
dilation of the form [L2(g), V, £ * ] such that FGcL2+ (g). The name is justified 
by the fact that there exists an analytic function {(£, ¡y, 0(A)} (see [4], [5]) such that 
for each a£<£ 
(1.2) 0(A) a = (Va)(A) (AtED). 
Moreover, {(£, g, 0(A)} is an L!1-bounded analytic function, i.e., there exists M > 0 
such that 
Conversely, to any L2-bounded analytic function {(£, g, 0(A)} it corresponds 
an analytic type semi-spectral measure Fe, with a dilation as {L2 (g) , V0, Eg}, 
such that (1.2) is verified. 
(1.1) F(a) = V*E(ff)V. 
(1.3) 
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An Z,2-bounded analytic function {6, gf, 0(A) } is called outer if 
(1.4) Vein'Fe<£ = L2+(g). 
o 
To an arbitrary jSf(G)-valued semi-spectral measure F on T a unique outer 
L2 -bounded analytic function {(£, @X(A)} was attached in [4] such that the 
corresponding semi-spectral measure F0 i is maximal among the :Sf((£)-valued semi-
spectral measures of analytic type dominated by F. This unique outer L2-bounded 
analytic function is called the maximal function of the semi-spectral measure F. 
In the present note, for the semi-spectral measure F corresponding to a contraction 
T, some specific properties of the maximal function, in connection with the Sz.-Nagy— 
Foia§ model for T, are obtained. 
2. Let T be a contraction on a Hilbert space §>, and let U be its minimal unit-
ary dilation acting on ft. If E is the spectral measure of U, then the semi-spectral 
measure of the contraction T is the Z£(§)-valued semi-spectral measure obtained 
by the compression of E to i.e. 
(2.1) FT(o) = P&E(c0|S (<r€^(T)). 
Now, let us sketch the way to obtain the maximal function of FT. If we put 
(2.2) = V 
o 
then £/+ = i/|ft+ is an isometry on Taking the Wold decomposition of U+ on 
it follows that 
(2.3) fl+=M+(2„)© 
where fi*=.8+e= ® U"+ fl„ and <R= Let Pa* be the 
0 n=0 
orthogonal projection of onto M+ ( f i+ ) , <P2* the Fourier representation of M + ( f i + ) 
onto L2+(fi+), and Vx the bounded linear operator from § into £+(£*) defined by 
(2.4) 
Then the JSf(§)-valued semi-spectral measure defined by 
(2.5) i » = Vx Eq,(a)V1 ( a & ( F j ) 
is of analytic type. The Z,2-bounded analytic function {§ , £# , Qx(A)} attached to 
Fx, as in section 1, is the maximal function of FT and is called the maximal function 
of the contraction T. 
In the next Proposition (suggested by C. Foia§) an explicit form of the maximal 
function of T is given. 
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Proposit ion 1. The maximal function {§ , 0i(A)} of the contraction T on 
§ coincides with {§, 0(2) } where 
(2.6) 0(A) = £>r*(7—AT*)-1 (AÇD). 
Proof. We shall show that for any AÇD and A€|j 
(2.7) 0 (A) h = co* 0X(A) h (A€ D), 
where co* is the unitary operator from £+ into S r * defined by 
(2.8) a>M*-UT*)h = DT*h. 
If 0„ : § — are the Taylor coefficients of the maximal function {§ , 01(A)},. 
then for any and /*££* we have 
1 2" 
( 0 „M* ) o t = — / { (V1h)(e i%e i »>Q sJt=(y1h,e i «$e*lJL , ( S t ) = 
= (^s*P2*h, $s*U"I,)L*<St) = (P2*h, U"IX = (U*"P2*h,= (P^* U*n h, l ^ . 
Hence, the coefficients of (A) are of the form 
(2.9) 0„ = /,a*i/*,,|§. 
In order to prove (2.7) it is enough to show that 
0„h = (I-UT*)T*nh for nmO, 
or, by (2.9), that 
(2.10) U*"h-(I-UT*)T*"h_L2^. 
But, for any h, /¡'€5 we have 
(iV*nh-(l-UT*)T*nh, (.I-UT*)h') = 
= (U*"h — T*"h+UT*"+1 h, h')-(U*"+1h-U*T*nh + T*"+1h, T*^ = 
= (T*nh—T*"h + TT*"+1h, h') — (T*"+1h — T*n'<~1h + T*''+1h, T*h') = 
_ (TT*n+1h, h')-(T*n+1h, T*h') = 0. 
Hence (2.10) is valid and then so is (2.7). Thus the proof of Proposition! 
is done. 
Remark that the maximal function of T is not zero unless T is a coisometric 
operator. 
From the fact that the characteristic function of T 
0 r (A ) = [ - T+XD J * ( I - kT* ) - *D T ] \ ' ! > T verifies 0 r (A)Z) r = JD r* (7-Ar* ) - 1 (A7-r ) 
(see [5]) it results the following relation between the maximal function and the char-
acteristic function of the contraction T: 
(2.11) 0r(A)Z>r = 0 (A ) (A7-T ) (A<ED). 
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If the contraction 7" belongs to the class C.0 (i.e. r*"-0as/7—=°) then ft=M(2J, 
and thus by (2.3)—(2.5) it results that the semi-spectral measure of T is of analytic 
type if and only if 7"£C.0. In this case the contraction T is uniquely determined 
(up to unitary equivalence) by its maximal function. Moreover, in the C.0 case, 
the maximal function gives an explicit form of the imbedding of § into the 
space H=H2(T>Tt)e0TH2CbT) of the Sz.-Nagy—Foia§ functional model for T. 
Proposit ion 2. Let T be a contraction of the class C.0 on the Hilbert space 
S) and let {§ , D r„, 0(A)} be its maximal function. The image of an element /?£§ 
Jn the space of the functional model H is the function u£H2C£>T,) defined by 
(2.12) u(A) = 0(A)/i (A £D). 
Proof. The functional model (see [5], Ch. VI) is obtained by a unitary imbedding 
<P of the dilation space ft of T into a functional space. 
In the C.o case ft=M(£+), $ = <t>~T* a nd it follows that 
H = = 4>®T* 
From (2.4) and (2.7) it results that and, consequently, M£H is given by 
u(X)=(Veh)(A) = 0(X)h (A CD). 
The proof is finished. 
3. In general, the maximal function of a contraction is not bounded. If 
{§ , 0 i (A)} is bounded, then there exists 01 (e" ) a.e. as non-tangential strong 
limit of 0 i (A) and 
(3.1) dFei = -10i (e ' ' ) * 0 x ( e " ) dt a.e. 
Concerning the boundedness of 0 l (A), we have the following 
Proposition 3. The L2-bounded analytic function {(£, g, 0(A)} is bounded if 
•and only if the corresponding semi-spectral measure F0 is boundedly dominated by 
the Lebesgue measure dt on T. 
Proof. If {£•, 5, 0(A)} is bounded, then for any analytic polynomial p and 
for 
2lt | 2 it 
/ \p\2d(Fe(t)a, a) = —— f |p|2(0(eu)*0(e'')a, a)dt = 
o £ n o 
, 2lt . 2ir 
= 2nf \P\2W0(.e")a\\2dtsM2— f \p\2\\a\\2dt. 
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It results that dFgsM2^- dt. Conversely, if dF0sM24~ dt, then 
2n 2n 
f WWea){t)\\2dt =\\\pVea\\hm = / |p\2d{E£ Vea, V0a) = 
o o 
2ir . 2 « 
= / |p\2d(F0(t)a,a)sM2^f WWaVdt. 
It follows that 
(3.2) ll(Fea)(OII ^ M\\a\\ a.e. 




i 2jr , 2>l 
~ 2iT / dtS-M\\a\\ — f P,(t)dt = M\\a\\ 
and the proof is finished. 
It is known [2] that the contraction T with the spectral radius e ( T ) < 1 is 
characterized by the fact that the semi-spectral measure FT has bounded derivative. 
Therefore the following holds. 
Corollary. If the spectrum of the contraction T is in the open unit disc, then 
the maximal function {§, Si., @i (/>.)} is bounded. 
Moreover, the above quoted result of Schreiber can be completed in the follow-
ing manner. 
Proposit ion 4. A contraction T on a Hilbert space § has the semi-spectral 
measure FT of the form dFT = 0(eu)* 0(e")dt, with {§>, g, 0(A) } a bounded analytic 
function, if and only if T£C.0 and Q(T)< 1. Moreover, the bounded analytic func-
tion {§ , g, 0(A) } has a bounded inverse if and only if T is a strict contraction. 
Proof. By the form of dFT it follows that FT is of analytic type i.e. TdC.0. 
The boundedness of 0(A) implies that FT has bounded derivative and from [2] 
it results that f?(7")<l. 
Conversely, if T£C.0 and 0(7") <1, then FT = F0, and using the above 
Corollary the function 0(A) is bounded and dFT=0(ei')* 0(eu)dt. 
If, moreover, dFT=0(el')*0(e")dt and {§ , g, 0(A)} has a bounded inverse, 
then the associated operator 0 from L\(%>) into £+(£*) defined by 
(3.3) (0u)(ei')=0(e")u(t) (u€Z.2+(§)) 
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is boundedly invertible, and for any trigonometric polynomial p and for /¡65 
we have 
f \p(e")\2d(FT(t)h, h)=f \p(eilW(0(eiT0(ei,)h, h)dt = 
2* 
= / = l|0|l2 f \p(e")\2\\h\\2dt. 
o o 
Also, we have 
2n 2ic 
/ ||®(ei')p(c'')A||2i// S ||0-1||_2/ ||€)(e")~16)(e")p(e1')/i||2di = 
o o 
2s 
= l|0_1ir2/ \p(eumh\\2dt. 
o 
For any positive continuous function cp on T it follows that 
2lt 2 71 2n 
||0-1||-2/ v'dts f <pdFT(t)*m*f <pdt. 
o o o 
Therefore, there exists a positive constant c such that 
(3.4) cdt = dFf c~*dt. 
But (3.4) holds (see [1], [3]) if and only if T is a strict contraction. 
Now, let us suppose that T is a strict contraction. Then FT is of analytic type, 
FT=Fe where 0(A) is the maximal function of T, and (3.4) implies that the bounded 
operator 0 defined by (3.3) has a bounded inverse. By the fact that 0 intertwines 
the shift operators in ,L+(Sj) and using Lemma 3.2 from [5] it follows that 
0 (A) has a bounded inverse. 
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